
ایک شفقت بھرے معاشرے کا تّصور



I study at Dawood Public School in 10th grade. I have
taken all sciences as I really don’t know what career I

want to chose. However I know what I want to do. 
I want to make a difference! And that I will InshaAllah

Sometimes God puts you through a trial because he has
chosen you to do something incredible and bigger than

life. I believe I have been chosen by Allah to play a
transformational role in my society. 

It all started in 2007 when I got admission in kiran
Ibtedai. My life till now has been a series of lows and

highs.

I am Sherbano!



I did my pre school from kiran and went for
admission tests in different schools. Luckily I got
admission in Arts and Science Academy (Happy

Home). After grade four I changed my school and
went to Dawood public school and I'm still studying
here. There wasn't much difference yet there were

small challenges that I had to face in Dawood. I had
bigger goals set for life now and to start this the

first step was to get selected for pre medical.
Fortunately, my father received an email from

school that I was selected for pre medical.

I want to make a difference!



We meet new people everyday in our lives but not
many are kind. Adjusting with my school friends

wasn't difficult but adjusting with the people of my
society was. It was hard for me to be myself in this
judgemental society but my father encouraged me
to stay pure. He always said:"don't let the negative

words impact you. People will always see the bad in
you, but you have to see the good in them and that's

how you will be known for your kindness."
Not only me but my parents were also learning at

kiran.

I had bigger goals set for life now



Seeing my mom's passion towards her studies is truly
something amazing. She goes to Nafeesa school for her
classes. Grooming and nurturing a child was difficult
enough in itself but grooming the parents was a much
bigger challenge. Sabbi maa was a personal mentor to

my parents and that changed my life completely. I
realised this much later when I noticed other parents

around me who don’t understand their children at all. My
parents have understood me, stood by me and gave me
space to be myself. I know that if they would not have
been mentored at kiran they would have been like any

other parent and then my journey of change would have
become a misery for me.

don't let the negative words impact you



There were difficulties but every cloud has a
silver lining. Difficulties encouraged me and

strengthened my abilities to pursue my goals. I
believe that there is always a will power inside
every one of us that always keeps pushing us to

do something great, most of the times we
ignore that will power because of certain

distractions. It’s natural for us teenagers to get
distracted but a when caring adult intervenes
and talks to us, this will power sparks again.

Seeing my mom's passion towards her studies is truly something amazing.



I believe in appreciating the little things of life is
more important than celebrating the bigger things.

We must get out of our comfort zones to explore
and do great things, sometimes our comfort zones

become our enemy. I also believe that success
comes with consistency and practice. I believe that

there's nothing that can stop us but our own
insecurities, so we need to trust ourselves as the
only person that can stop us or urge us to doing

great things is us.

success comes with consistency and practice
Sherbano
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